Chromosome rearrangements in normal fibroblasts from xeroderma pigmentosum homozygotes and heterozygotes.
Chromosome analysis was carried out in cultured fibroblasts from unaffected skin of five unrelated xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) patients and nine family members. Structural chromosome changes were observed in cultures from all examined individuals. Furthermore, in one XPD patient and in one XPC patient and his parents, cytogenetically abnormal clones were detected. Some of these clones were present starting from the primary explant. This cytogenetic pattern is similar to that observed in an XPC patient previously studied by us. The analysis of breakpoint distribution from clonal and non-clonal chromosome rearrangements showed that some breakpoints were more frequent and common to different families or to different family members although definite evidence of preferential involvement of chromosome bands was not obtained. This investigation indicates that there is a consistent tendency toward chromosome instability in XP mutation carriers. The instability could be related to the multiple chromosome anomalies characterizing skin tumors in XP subjects.